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MEASURING TERRESTRIAL RADIO FREQUENCY
INTERFERENCE AT ORBIT ALTITUDES1

MARTIN E. BAYOL and PAUL A. LOCKE
National Scientific Laboratories, Inc.

Summary   Satellite systems, by virtue of their large terrestrial fields of view, may be
exposed to a great many man-made radio signals the aggregate effects of which can be
deleterious to satellite receivers. An experiment has been designed to measure and
characterize such man-made interference at orbital altitudes. The experiment, as designed,
requires dedicated hardware on a spacecraft of specified orbit and will measure (within the
frequency range of 400 MHz to 12.4 GHz) peak levels of interference in cells dimensioned
in space, time, and frequency. The experiment will provide data indicative of some of the
statistical characteristics of interference levels at satellite orbital altitudes and will provide
designers of satellite communications links with new facilities for the prediction and
prevention of interference problems, and should provide a considerable data base for use
in long range planning of spectrum utilization.

Introduction   A primary consideration in the design and development of satellite
receivers is the error-producing effect of noise on system performance. There are three
major sources of such “noise”. One is that due to natural phenomena. Another is due to
intentional non-information bearing signals, such as jamming. The third is due to
extraneous information-bearing fortuitous signals from the earth. True noise is always with
us, and jamming is not usually encountered in a non-military environment. The noise at
satellite altitudes due to terrestrial emissions has not yet been characterized. The need for
considering this type of noise is based upon the fact that practically all space frequency
service allocations are shared with terrestrial services, and sometimes with other space
services.

Specific incidents involving several different satellites have demonstrated that interference
at orbital altitudes can be a problem. For example, an examination of twenty-four orbits of
the OAO-A2 Spacecraft revealed extraneous signals above threshold on all of the orbits
examined; on at least two occasions operational difficulties were experienced due to
Command Memory hangups or lockouts possibly caused by such extraneous signals. An
examination of telemetered data from the four satellites OSO-5, OSO-6, OGO-6, and
Nimbus-3 over 37 satellite-months of continuous operation revealed 237 unexpected



spacecraft status changes involving the tone and tonedigital command systems, likely
attributable to man-made noise. Telemetry data from the IMP-F(4) spacecraft over a three-
day interval were examined, and it was found that 3% of the telemetry data were effected
by interference. During ATS-3 experiments a number of signal drop-outs were experienced
due to interfering signals saturating the spacecraft receiver.

Several electromagnetic signal and interference measurement satellite experiments have
been conducted during the past decade, Such experiments were carried by the Lincoln
Experimental Satellites LES-5 and LES-6 for the 255-280 MHz and the 290-315 MHz
bands. An experiment has been planned for ATS-F to measure emissions in the common-
carrier band of 5.925 to 6.425 GHz. Man-made noise information at satellite altitudes has
resulted from NASA experiments other than specific RFI experiments. For example, the
output of the 466 MHz command receiver for the Interrogation, Recording and Location
Subsystem (IRLS) on Nimbus IV was recorded continuously for sixteen months.

In every case prior experiments related to man-made noise have been limited to special
problems or narrow specific frequency bands. In this paper a broader scope experiment is
described that is designed to measure and characterize the interference at satellite orbital
altitudes. Included in the following sections is a description of the overall experiment
design, its approach and its major parameters; the instrumentation associated with the
experiment; the data collection requirements and trade-offs; and the data analysis and
handlin requirements and structure. The paper concludes by discussing the advantages and
limitations of the experiment.

Overall Experiment Design   The major objectives of the proposed man-made noise
experiment are:

• To measure the levels of terrestrial “noise” at satellite orbital altitudes

• To support spectrum monitoring activities of frequency administration and
regulatory agencies by providing a valuable data base for use in long range planning
for future spectrum utilization.

The primary experiment goal is collection and manipulation of man-made noise data to
provide needed information for frequenc planners and communications link designers.

Studies and analyses have established some of the major parameters and data requirements
for this type of experiment. It has been determined that the man-made noise experiment
should provide:



• Maps of incident power flux density isopleths for different orbit altitudes, frequency
bands, and earth coordinates;

• Statistical graphs of incident peak power levels versus frequency, time and
geographic coordinates;

• Tabular listings of incident peak power levels based on frequency, time,
geographical coordinates, or incidence angle.

Such outputs can best be obtained through the use of a ground controlled, programmable,
wide dispersion data collection receiver on a spacecraft operating in an “optimum” orbit.
The primary data output from the satellite will be frequency, time, and orbit location.

The experiment will require a dedicated spacecraft in a prograde elliptical orbit of
approximately 63E inclination and .045 eccentricity. Its mean altitude will be 1000 km, its
apogee-perigee altitude ratio will be 2:1, and the line of apsides of its orbit will be
maintained at the equator.

The data will be transmitted in real time via a dedicated telemetry transmitter or recorded
by an onboard recorder. The prerecorded and real time data streams will be similar, except
for the inclusion of a signal in the down-link data stream to identify acquisition time for the
“out-of-sight” channel.

The commands provided to the satellite for operation of the receiver will control all of the
variable elements of the receiver including its fundamental operating mode (i.e., fixed
frequency or scanning); its frequency or frequency range of operation; its gain and its
calibration. In addition, operation of the onboard recorder is also under control of the
timed commands. Table 1 summarizes major design goals, constraints and values for the
overall experiment.

Table 1  Summary of Experiment Design Goals and Constraints

FREQUENCY
COVERAGE

- 400 MHz - 12.4 GHz

RECEIVER - Single receiver for complete frequency coverage,
selectable:
Dispersion - 10 MHz - 12.4 GHz
Dispersion Rate - 200 MHz/Sec. Max.
Bandwidths - 20 kHz, 100 kHz



ANTENNA - • One earth coverage frequency independent (variable
aperture) 400 MHz - 3000 MHz

• One earth coverage frequency independent (variable
aperture) 3 GHz - 12.4 Ghz

• One spot beam parabolic (fixed aperture) 3 GHz to 12.4
Ghz

GEOGRAPHIC
COVERAGE

- Initially, North America and Europe (defined by STDN
visibility). Expandable to complete populated world

ORBIT - Medium Altitude - 1000 km
Elliptical, Eccentricity .045
High Inclination 63.5E
Anti Sun-Synchronous Progressive
Orbit Plane 26E/rev Recession

SPACECRAFT
CONSTRAINTS

- Spacecraft Mass 150 kg
Launch Vehicle Scout D or E
Two Axis Stabilization, minimum 5E

DATA
HANDLING

- Down-link Data Rate
Primary (Experiment Data)

Real-Time 70 kb/s
Pre-recorded (“back-side”) 80 kb/s

Experiment Command Word 56 bits

Command Storage 64 cmds.

Tracking, Command & Data Fairbanks
Acquisition Stations Greenbelt

Corpus Christi
Quito
Winkfield

COMMAND
TIME
CYCLE

-
1000 min.



Instrumentation.   Figure 1 is a block diagram of major elements of the experiment.
Spaceborne components include 3 dedicated antennas, an antenna select unit, the
experiment receiver and controller interface unit, a digital tape recorder unit, and a data
transmitter. In addition, the usual or “normal” operating elements of a spacecraft will be
necessary; a command receiver, a telemetry transmitter, a power supply subsystem,
onboard propulsion subsystem, attitude control subsystem, environmental control
subsystem, and telemetry status subsystem.

The three dedicated antennas will consist of two conical logarithmic spiral types to cover
the spectrum from 400 MHz to 12.4 GHz and a parabolic antenna with conical log spiral
feed to cover the frequency range from 3 GHz to 12.4 GHz. The parabolic antenna will be
mounted in such a manner that, under ground command, it can be pointed either at the
nadir or toward the horizon. One of the conical log spiral antennas will cover the
frequency range from 400 MHz to 3 GHz, and the other will cover the frequency range
from 3 GHz to 12.4 GHz. The conical log spiral antennas will be oriented to have their
beam axes permanently pointed toward the nadir.

The nominal gains of the two conical log spiral antennas will be 6 dB, and their
beamwidths will be greater than 60E. The parabolic antenna will have a diameter of
approximately 1 meter. At the highest frequency of the receiver, the gain of this antenna
will be approximately 38 dB; at the lowest frequency approximately 9 dB. The half power
beamwidth will vary between 1.8E and 55 degrees from the highest to lowest frequency of
the receiver.

This particular antenna selection will provide “full field of view” coverage with the two
conical log spiral antennas for the development of scalar power flux density maps. The
gain of these antennas, however, is such that in the higher regions of the spectrum it is
likely that the minimum detectable e.i.r.p. from a terrestrial transmitter will be on the order
of +43 dBW. The need for data on lower e.i.r.p. levels has been determined, and the
parabolic antenna will provide the necessary gain for the higher frequency regions. The
data collected using the parabolic antennas will be used to develop statistics concerning
incident power from directly beneath the orbiting spacecraft and from the spacecraft’s
horizon.

The experiment receiver includes a number of unusual capabilities: Its dispersion (spectral
coverage) is from 400 MHz to 12.4 GHz; its effective bandwidth is 20 kHz; its frequency
stability is better than 1 part in 106 per day. Its detector function is “peak hold and reset”;
and its output is digital.

The maximum noise figure is also noteworthy: 7 dB from 400 MHz to 2 GHz, and 10 dB
above 2 GHz. Such performance is achieved through the use of broadband, low-noise



preselector amplifiers. Three bipolar transistor amplifiers cover the range from 400 MHz
to 6 GHz, and two tunnel diode assemblies cover the 6 GHz to 12.4 GHz range.
Frequency accuracy and stability are achieved through the use of incremental timing, with
each of the receiver’s three local oscillators phase locked to a single crystal source.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the receiver. when operating in its scanning mode, the data
collection receiver tunes in 100 kHz increments and locks up at each tuned frequency for a
predetermined period. Its final IF and video section consists of five, parallel fed,
contiguous 20 kHz IF amplifier detector assemblies covering the 100 kHz IF passband. At
the commencement of each timing lock up period, a peak detector is enabled in each of the
20 kHz channels. At the end of the period, when the timing circuits are incremented to the
next frequency in the scan, the levels in the peak detectors are simultaneously sampled by
five sample and hold circuits and the detectors are then reset, or dumped, for the next
“sample interval”. Each of the five sample and hold circuits is successively fed to the
output analog to digital converter. Hence, during each sample interval, the receiver output
consists of five seven bit bytes which describe the peak levels in each of the five
contiguous 20 kHz IF channels during the previous sample period. The output is similar
when the receiver is operating in its fixed frequency mode. The sample interval is
controlled by the externally selected downlink data rate, and the sample interval sets the
effective receiver scan rate. During each scan, the receiver is inhibited at preset intervals
for the insertion of flag bytes and command readout into.the output data stream.

Each experiment command consists of 56 bits fed serially to the command decoder section
of the receiver. The command specifies:

• Receiver operational mode (fixed frequency or scanning);
• Tuned frequency (lowest, for scanning mode);
• Dispersion range (band of scanning);
• Antenna;
• Calibration;
• Gain;
• Recorder operation (stop, record, play, rewind);
• Execute time;
• Clock reset (zeroize);
• Override (immediate execute)

From 1 to 64 commands can be loaded sequentially for execution during the 1000 minute
time cycle of the experiment controller.

Ground support equipment will consist primarily of station complement hardware
augmented as necessary to facilitate first level prerecorded data processing. Channel



assignment, data and command commutation, tracking details and like matters of import
may bear considerably upon dedicated hardware requirements for the participating ground
stations. A dedicated telemetry system has been postulated for the downlink data stream(s)
frcm the experiment receiver; this implies a separate receiver and demodulator for the data
channels in addition to the normal spacecraft telemetry down-link. The provision of data
stream synchronizing or flywheel timing may entail unique hardware, and an automatic
data processing capability has already been mentioned. Such facilities may require a
dedicated “mini” at the station for the experiment if a highly flexible ADP and cross
connect capability are not available for experiment use. At one of the ground stations a
visual “quick-look” terminal is postulated to be based on a CRT or a “3-D” (time,
amplitude, frequency) display.

Data Collection   The characteristics of the spaceborne receiver are such that, in
conjunction with ground processing, a wide latitude in the incremental or quantization
levels of individual measurement parameters is readily attainable. The recommended limits
on attainable measurement characteristics and quantization levels are as follows:

• Amplitude: peak level during measurement interval; 1 dB increment; 65 dB
dynamic range

• Spatial: dependent on tracking accuracy and records; one measurement interval per
4 meters of spacecraft travel;

• Frequency; 20 kHz passbands specified to 1 Hz/MHz; five contiguous passbands
measured simultaneously per measurement interval;

• Time: 500 microsecond minimum measurement interval; accuracy dependent on
propagation ambiguity and ground station clock quantization accuracy.

Each primary data point will describe the peak level of incident RF energy in one of five
simultaneously measured contiguous 20 kHz channels during a 500 microsecond
measurement period and a 4 meter track segment of the satellite orbit. When constant gain
antennas are used, the measurements will not be highly influenced by RF energy incidence
angle; when the constant aperture antenna is used, the directivity characteristic will weight
the measurement appreciably.

In operation, the experiment will collect data using the following sequence. When a
command is received, the output data stream will convey the command word and then
commence outputting data bytes; upon completion of 500 data samples (10 MHz), flag
words are outputted identifying 10 MHz crossover points. Upon completion of each full
scan, flag words and the command words are outputted while the receiver resets. The



receiver detectors are inhibited as required during the transmission of non-measurement
data to assure that all measurement intervals are of uniform duration.

Data Handling and Analysis   The procedures and techniques established for the flow,
storage and processing of data from the experiment are directed to efficient use of ADP
equipment and the magnetic tape storage medium, to timely generation of useful output,
and to flexibility in the hands of the principal investigator. Central to the data handling and
analysis scheme is the concept of a central, fixed size magnetic tape library for archive
storage of reduced data. Such a library will contain the accumulated statistics on levels
encountered in addressable records identified by spatial, spectral and temporal
characteristics, and the statistics will be updated throughout the course of the experiment.

Two objective modes of operation are planned for the experiment. The first mode
measures and stores peak power levels as a function of frequency, geographical area, time
of day, time of year and satellite altitude in order to develop power flux density maps that
depict the levels of interference in terms of the above parameters. The second objective
mode measures interference levels in narrow frequency bands, over relatively small
geographical areas, at specific diurnal or annual phases, on a demand basis. The basic
processing algorithms and data reduction procedures will be similar for both modes. The
primary difference will be in the dimensional resolutions or boundaries to be used in the
data storage library.

Within such a library, the lowest individually addressable element is a frequency record.
The frequency record contains a number of amplitude cells, a maximum and a minimum
amplitude byte, and a flag. The amplitude cells each contain the count of samples falling
within their amplitude boundaries. The amplitude bytes provide the highest and lowest
levels encountered within the record, specified to the precision of the original data. The
flag is set if any of the amplitude cell counts exceeds the maximum level; no further data is
accepted for a record with a flag. The frequency record is bounded in time, and space by a
location or address hierarchy which facilitates its acquisition and use.

A practical library organization provides for the storage, retrieval and updating of archive
data with a minimum number of sequential storage area passes. A typical library could
store by annual season, nominal altitude, geographic resolution element, diurnal phase, and
frequency. Data will be classified initially by annual season of acquisition (one of four). It
will then be specified as to acquisition altitude (either apogee or perigee); the orbit has
been specified to facilitate this classification. The geographic resolution element provides
the next descriptor, and finally the acquisition frequency identifies the location of the data
to be manipulated. Hence, in a typical library, each of four seasonal sublibraries will
contain two altitude sectors. Each altitude sector will contain a number of geographic
“bins”, and each “geo-bin”, in turn, contains a number of diurnal blocks. Within each



diurnal block, a set of frequency records are contained. With the assignment, by the
principal investigator, of practical boundaries in each of these dimensions, the incoming
data can be buffered, indexed, smoothed and accumulated in the appropriate locations
within the operational library.

The orbit for the experiment is eccentric. The ratio of its perigee to apogee is 2.0. The
satellite will be within ±10% of its apsidal altitudes during approximately half of each
orbit, permitting the classification of input data by two distinct orbital spheres. (Such
concentric measurements will facilitate the extrapolation of data to other altitudes and to
the earth more readily than a single altitude orbit scheme). It is for this reason that the
primary data index is by altitude.
The “geo-bin”, or geographic resolution element, conceived for the experiment will define
an area specified in terms of equatorial longitude boundaries and latitude boundaries. The
shape, or form, of each geo-bin will depend upon its latitude boundaries: at or near the
equator, geo-bins will closely approximate parallelograms (on a planer map) but near the
inclination limit (63.5E), they will appear to have curved boundaries. However, such bins
facilitate data indexing and cataloging, and are, in fact, no less “regular” than any other
readily defined spherical surface apportionment.

The data handling and analysis scheme for the experiment is heavily dependent upon the
characteristics of the ADP facilities to be used and is based on computers structured with
60 bit words and 15 bit bytes.

Conclusions   The need for accurate characterization of the earth looking satellite
receiver’s interference environment is apparent. Such characterization can benefit the
spectrum manager and the satellite communications terminal designer greatly. The
experiment discussed here should provide outputs which will model the man-made
interference environment for a wide variety of satellite applications.

A major feature of this experiment is frequency range. While the entire 12 GHz range is
not expected to be covered extensively during the experiment, any portion can be studied
in detail at any time throughout its duration.

Another noteworthy feature is spectral resolution; the accuracy and resolution of frequency
is generally sacrificed for frequency range, but for the man-made noise experiment, this
sacrifice has been avoided.

Additional performance objectives and characteristics worthy of note include the use of an
“unusual” orbit to achieve measurements over a 2 to 1 altitude range; the extensive control
of the spaceborne data collection receiver from the ground, and the design of data
processing techniques based on predimensioned archive files. Finally, one objective not



mentioned previously is to avoid the stigma of the monitor or spy by conspicuously
avoiding the demodulation of received signals.

In conclusion, a word about the limitations of this experiment is in order. The location of
individual terrestrial transmitters, particularly in crowded bands, will not be feasible. The
determination of modulation characteristics of detected signals will not be possible.
Tracking of ground target areas is not possible. While these limitations could affect the
overall utility of an experiment such as this, for certain applications they are not considered
serious constraints within the objectives of this experiment.



 FIGURE 1   MAN-MADE NOISE EXPERIMENT HARDWARE



FIGURE 2   MAN-MADE RECEIVER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM


